
EFFC Working Platform Certificate 
 

((Introduction)) 

Working platform: accessibility, stability, certificate 

The EFFC Working Groups H&S and Contracts have decided to publish guidelines in the character of 
general terms and conditions. The principal points must be adapted by the national federation. The 
guidelines can be used, developed and modified by national federations. There are two documents on the 
topic: 

 Political for clients, engineers, main contractors (part A) 
 Technical for Deep and Special Foundation (SF) Contractor; Specialist (part B) 

Action: Prove the content and send requests to: d.lukic@infra-suisse.ch 

 

Summary 

The EFFC should prepare a position paper (eg. Electronic bidding) to rise the topic and make a clear 
statement to problem. Additional papers can be used by national federations and should be adapted to the 
national regulations. 

Because of the different target groups, needs, requirements and goals different documents and tools have 
been created. To keep it simple, all the information will be kept it one single document before publishing. 

Targetgroup Product 

Authorities Document, statistic 

Client public and private Document 

Designer, engineer, geologist Document, Examples, framework, numbers, prices 

Contractor (main) Documents, tools (calculation stability, price, time, etc.) 

SF contractor Documents, tools (examples, calculation stability, price, time, training, 
etc.) 

 
 

 

((End of introduction)) 
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Working platform: accessibility, stability, certificate (part B) 

SF contractor 

The special foundation contractor is responsible for: TEXT (not to many responsibilities) 

Examples text / specification to include or add to the contract – or exclude: 

Position text payment 

Ground investigation   

Engineering special foundation works   

Engineering working platform Including traffic and walking ways  

Building working platform Including traffic and walking ways  

Testing and acceptance of the working 
platform 

Incl. certificate  

Maintaining working platform Including traffic and walking ways, sings, light etc.  

Deconstruction of the working platform Including traffic and walking ways, sings, light etc 
(renaturalisation excluded) 

 

 

Best practise, advices, examples 

There can be the necessity of doing the working platforms in the light of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 too. This is 
up to each company to make it a part of their own QM-System or not. 

(Another possibility is to try to implement it an existing CEN or national standard document. This will take a 
lot of time.) 
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